TCGRx is Your **Complete** Pharmacy Solution

**TCGRx Presents the SmartCardRx™**

SmartCardRx is a simple, efficient, light-guided barcode technology that reduces script filling errors. LEDs guide the technician to fill the correct medication and quantity in each cell. Call us today to learn about our entire blister card filling product line and see why **TCGRx is Your Complete Pharmacy Solution**.

- Unique, patented fill-to-light, barcode-verified system increases accuracy and reduces labor
- Ability to fill weekly, bi-weekly and monthly supply, filling 1 to 4 patients at a time
- On-demand printing allows for custom pharmacy branding and patient medication information such as dosage, strength and quantity per pass time
- Full interface with your Pharmacy Information System minimizing duplicate entry while increasing accuracy
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**www.TCGRx.com    info@TCGRx.com    262.279.5307**